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The following guidelines are to assist the student to write the thesis upon completion of their work experience. Each section has been assigned a value which illustrate value given when report is graded. Projects may dictate a variety of formats. Coordinate writing style with supervisor.

General Outline

Title: Be concise. Use as few words as possible to emphasize important content

(5%) Abstract: Clear statement of purpose; the results; the conclusion(s)

(5%) Introduction: Background for this research re: literature. Purpose-reason for conduction the experiment.

(15%) Methodology: Description of methodology used and reference to source of methodology noting clearly variances. Could future researchers replicate experiment?

(20%) Results: Clearly present data. Describe trends present in results. Use graphs/tables if necessary

(25%) Discussions & Conclusions: Present relevant theories as related to results. Make a statement of conclusion based on theory(ies) and results.

(10%) References: Bibliography

(10%) Attainment of Goals: A. Value of experience
B. Conclusion

(10%) Report Quality: Substance-clearly stated focus and develops main issues. Organization-structure is clear with logical thought transitions. Paper has introduction, development and conclusion. Mechanics-sentence structure, punctuation, spelling, grammar.